In this one day training session gain step-by-step guidance on how to modify your workplace to speed up the time between orders and shipments, and reap the bottom line benefits of increased flexibility, reliability, and profitability.

Here’s what you will learn:

- Basic Principles of Lean Manufacturing
- Live simulation exercises for practice
- Techniques for balancing lot sizes with customer orders instead of economic order capacity
- 5-step approach – making production cells work
- How to identify tell tale signs of waste/how to eliminate
- How the concept of visual communication can function on your shop floor
- Batch vs. Continuous Flow strategies for lead time reduction
- Other valuable waste reduction techniques

Here’s what you will do:

- Improve productivity
- Reclaim floor space
- Reduce inventory
- Reduce costs
- Shorten lead times
- Improve quality
- Increase capacity
- Improve on-time delivery

Workshop Instructors – Missouri Enterprise

You will be lead in this training by members of Missouri Enterprise. All are experienced in the design and implementation of lean principles in many different industries. They’re “real world”, hands-on people who understand the needs and concerns of Missouri manufacturers like you.

Who should attend:

Managers, operations personnel, process support engineers, technical managers, production leaders.

Format:

Eight hour workshop

For More Information:

Contact Bev Hickam, Director of Business and Industry Programs, 573-270-3542